
Dear CHS Families: 
 
The 2020-2021 academic year is upon us, and I’d like to take a moment and review with you 
where we’ve been and where we are going.  Please understand that we know that many of you 
have reasonable and serious concerns, particularly those of you and your children that may be 
in higher risk groups or that live in multigenerational households.  
 
COVID history to present:  
All Ohio schools closed March 16, 2020, by order of the Governor and State Health 
Commissioner in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Schools continued to function amid 
changing recommendations and, through the summer, we followed those changing 
recommendations. Most recently the Board of Education established a baseline for our 
reopening--five days a week in person--starting Sept. 8 and the Governor established a warning 
system for COVID risk (yellow, orange, red, and purple). Regardless, we acknowledge that 
guidelines are different from policies.  
 
CHS 2020-21 Re-opening: 
We are headed back to school five days a week, our first day with students will be Sept. 8, 
and  we will apply the Governor's warning system. The warning system implies higher threat 
levels for instruction: Yellow being the lowest and Purple being the highest.  

● BOTH Yellow and Orange level conditions: we will do five days a week instruction.  
● BOTH Red and Purple level conditions: we will do online instruction.  

 
Our online presence will be substantial this year. Every High School class will have an online 
component that follows their face-to-face class.  Should we need to move to online under Red 
or Purple conditions, we will be ready to do so. Unlike last spring, expectations for online work 
will be the same as face to face. For those who wish to go fully online, we have developed a 
fully online academy. If you wish to go fully online, please reach out to Mrs. Yontz 
(740-732-5637).  
 
The master schedule is finalized and the student schedules are constructed. The schedule and 
locker assignments are different than before. We will have three small lunches, but will retain 
teacher help sessions and student club time. Locker assignments will be socially distanced. 
Consequently, underclassmen will have lockers on the second floor.  
 



Schedule changes will be limited, in part, to maintain a consistent roster. Mrs. Polen will have 
office hours for advising next week or by appointment. Details have been released. 
 
The office, classrooms, hallways, and general operations will feel different and may change as 
the conditions change. We are continually monitoring the situation and will make adjustments 
accordingly.  As of today, our in house protocols can be found here. 
 
If you have any concerns or questions please call me at the High School (740-732-5634).  
 
Sincerely, 
Ben Rutherford 
Principal Caldwell High School 
 


